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ABSTRACT

Law enforcement agencies play a key role in protecting the nation from and responding to terrorist attacks. The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) is the focal point for the research, development, test and evaluation of technology for law enforcement. NIJ and the Department of Homeland Security's Directorate of Science & Technology (DHS S&T) have related missions to support research and technology development for public safety. DHS S&T provides law enforcement agencies technology to respond to terrorist threats involving weapons of mass destruction, while NIJ focuses on technologies applicable across the spectrum of law enforcement needs. Investment in C3I technology offers perhaps the greatest potential benefit with respect to improving the ability to law enforcement agencies to respond to all types of crime including terrorist acts. Providing effective communications and information systems remains a key technology challenge, as does providing law enforcement responders accurate information that they can act on. Sensors and surveillance systems can play a key role in identifying terrorists and preventing or effectively responding to a terrorist attack.
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1. NIJ’s Role and Mission

NIJ is the research and technology development arm of the Department of Justice (DOJ). It is dedicated to researching crime control and justice issues, with an emphasis on the needs of the state and local criminal justice community. NIJ sits within the Office of Justice Programs (OJP). OJP comprises five bureaus and two program offices. The mission of OJP is to assist state and local criminal justice agencies prevent crime and improve their criminal justice systems. Other OJP components include the Bureau of Justice Assistance, the Office of Victims of Crime, The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and the Bureau of Justice Statistics.

NIJ provides objective, independent evidence-based knowledge and tools to meet the challenges of crime and justice. Through its Office of Science & Technology (OS&T), NIJ serves as the national focal point for the research, development, test and evaluation of technology for law enforcement, corrections and forensic sciences. NIJ identifies the Criminal Justice Community’s requirements for new technologies and develops the technologies to meet those requirements. NIJ also develops standards and testing programs to evaluate technologies that may be used by law enforcement agencies and works with other entities within DOJ and...
other federal agencies to establish a coordinated federal approach on issues related to law enforcement technology, including terrorism.

The President’s DNA Initiative

One of the Institute’s more significant initiatives is harnessing the power of forensic science, specifically harnessing the power of DNA technology. DNA technology is increasingly vital to ensuring accuracy and fairness in the criminal justice system. It can be used to speed the prosecution of the guilty, while protecting the innocent from wrongful prosecution. Realizing the potential of DNA, the President directed Attorney General Ashcroft to develop a comprehensive national strategy using DNA technology to solve crime and to protect the innocent.

That initiative, “Advancing Justice Through DNA Technology,” is managed by NIJ. It is a billion-dollar, five-year federal initiative that will strengthen and improve the current federal and state DNA collection and analysis systems. The President’s DNA Initiative has four thrusts: eliminating backlogs; strengthening crime laboratory capacity; stimulating research and development; and training the criminal justice community. DNA technology has utility in both identifying terrorists and their victims.

NIJ’s Role in Context

NIJ and the DHS Directorate of Science & Technology (DHS S&T) have related missions to support research and technology development for public safety use in the United States. DHS S&T serves the law enforcement community by providing new technology to respond to terrorist threats involving weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Because terrorism is a criminal act, the more than 19,000 law enforcement agencies—most notably the state and local agencies, which will be among the first at the scene—play a key role in protecting the nation from and responding to terrorist attacks. Recognizing this and NIJ’s central role in addressing the technology needs of the Criminal Justice community, Congress, in Public Law 107-296, directed NIJ OS&T to address law enforcement’s technology needs to combat terrorism.

While DHS focuses on technologies to respond to WMD, NIJ focuses on technologies applicable across the spectrum of law enforcement needs. It addresses these technology needs by direct investment and by coordinating its efforts with those of other agencies. NIJ is working with DHS S&T on a memorandum of understanding to serve as a means for exchanging information regarding their respective research and technology efforts, for coordinating those efforts and for initiating joint efforts. NIJ participates on the Technical Support Working Group, which is the locus of Federal counterterrorism research and development, and manages the DOJ Technology Policy Council, which is the forum for federal law enforcement technology development agencies.

Put simply, NIJ is involved in developing technology to combat terrorism because terrorism is a criminal act. By far the largest components of the responder community are the state and local public safety agencies. More than 90 percent of law enforcement agencies are state and local. State and local public safety responders will be the first on the scene dealing with a terrorist incident. The most effective way to enhance the ability of law enforcement responders to deal with terrorist acts is to enhance their capacity to deal with critical incidents in general. A critical incident is defined as any major threat to lives and property. Such technologies must be developed with the understanding that the law enforcement responder does not operate in a vacuum, but rather acts as part of a coordinated, multi-disciplinary public safety response. The Institute’s technology efforts are structured with an understanding of these realities. They focus on meeting the unmet technology needs of the law enforcement responder, and those needs that they have in common with other public safety agencies.
2. Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C3I) Challenges

Providing State and local public safety agencies effective communications and information systems remains a key technology challenge. Investment in C3I technology offers perhaps the greatest potential benefit with respect to improving the ability to the responder community to respond to terrorist attacks and other critical incidents. C3I provides the ability to predict and prevent, or that failing, to better plan and coordinate the response to a terrorist attack.

The highest priority technology need identified by practitioners in the Inventory of State and Local Law Enforcement Technology Needs to Combat Terrorism, which was conducted by the Institute in 1997, was for a national, intergovernmental information sharing system with current intelligence. Not far behind was the need for improved interagency communication and information sharing. These are technology challenges that NIJ and its technology partners—most notably perhaps with DHS S&T and SAFECOM (SAFECOM [www.pswn.gov] was established to serve as the umbrella program within the Federal Government, to help local, tribal, state, and federal public safety agencies improve public safety response through more effective and efficient interoperable wireless communications.)—are aggressively addressing. Our efforts in this area are in large measure being focused through the Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative known as (GLOBAL).

GLOBAL

GLOBAL has a direct impact on the work of more than 1.2 million justice professionals. However, the importance of Global’s mission—the efficient sharing of data among justice entities, which is at the heart of modern public safety and law enforcement—positions Global to impact citizens of the U.S., Canada, and beyond. Global is a "group of groups," representing more than thirty independent organizations spanning the spectrum of law enforcement, judicial, correctional, and related bodies. Member organizations participate in Global out of shared responsibility and shared belief that, together, they can bring about positive change in interorganizational communication and data sharing.

Global aids its member organizations and the people they serve through a series of important initiatives. These include the facilitation of the Global working groups; development of technology standards such as the Global Justice XML Data Model; and the National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan.

The Global Justice XML Data Model

What began in March 2001 as a reconciliation of data definitions evolved into a broad two-year endeavor to develop an XML-based framework that would enable the entire justice and public safety community to effectively share information at all levels—laying the foundation for local, state, and national justice interoperability.

National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan

Developed by the Global Intelligence Working Group (GIWG) and endorsed by Attorney General Ashcroft, the National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan ('Plan') is a formal intelligence sharing initiative that addresses the security and intelligence needs recognized after the attacks of September 11, 2001. It describes a nationwide communication capability that will link together all levels of law enforcement personnel, including officers on the streets, intelligence analysts, unit commanders, and police executives for the purpose of sharing critical data.

The Regional Information Sharing Systems™ or RISS, and the FBI’s Law Enforcement Online (LEO) systems, which were interconnected September 1, 2002, as a virtual single system, will provide the initial
sensitive but unclassified secure communications backbone for implementation of the nationwide criminal intelligence sharing capability. This nationwide sensitive but unclassified communications backbone will support fully functional, bidirectional information sharing capabilities that maximize the reuse of existing local, state, tribal, regional, and federal infrastructure investments. Further configuration of the nationwide sensitive but unclassified communications capability will continue to evolve in conjunction with industry and the development of additional standards, and the connection of other existing sensitive but unclassified networks.

**Information-Led Policing (ILP)**

Intelligence is worthless unless it can be applied effectively. NIJ’s ILP initiative is targeted at enhancing the ability of law enforcement and corrections to prevent and respond to criminal acts by leveraging the Information Technology (IT) revolution. ILP focuses on providing enhanced, web-based incident command systems that use improved information sharing, planning and predictive data mining technologies. It looks to provide seamless exchange of information between disparate information sharing systems and a global reach-back capability from the officer in the street using wireless PDA technology.

**ARJIS**

NIJ is using the Automated Regional Justice Information System (ARJIS) (www.ARJIS.org) as a testbed for many ILP technologies. ARJIS is a complex criminal justice enterprise network used by 38 local, state and federal agencies in the San Diego region. ARJIS is chartered with supporting a regional web-based enterprise network that uses technical and operational standards to build interfaces to all criminal justice systems in the region. The ARJISNet secure intranet contains data on the region’s crime cases, arrests, citations, field interviews, traffic accidents, fraudulent documents, photographs, gang information and stolen property. ARJISNet integrates more than 2,500 workstations and printers throughout the 4,265 square miles of San Diego County. More than 10,000 registered and authorized users are generating more than 35,000 transactions daily. ARJIS is also utilized for tactical analysis, investigations, statistical information and crime analysis. Officers and investigators can additionally request electronic notification when information is obtained by another agency or officer concerning an individual, location or vehicle. The critical success factor for ARJIS is the "single point of entry" to query all regional justice data.

**ASOCC**

This collaborative effort with the New York City Police Department (NYPD) seeks to take a military-developed C3I system—the Area Security Operations Command and Control (ASOCC) system—and applies it to law enforcement incident command needs. ASOCC will link the NYPD’s Command and Control Center and Borough Offices, as well as providing a solution for information sharing with other agencies and organizations locally, regionally, and nationally.

**AGILE**

Communication interoperability remains a major impediment to public safety agencies effective response to major threats to lives and property. Firefighters and emergency response personnel can't always talk. And if they can't talk, they can't respond. NIJ’s AGILE Program (www.agileprogram.org) is addressing this problem. AGILE has a mission to assist State and local law enforcement agencies to effectively and efficiently communicate with one another across agency and jurisdictional boundaries. It is dedicated to studying interoperability options and making valuable information available to law enforcement, firefighters, and
emergency technicians in different jurisdictions in communities across the country. Through AGILE, NIJ, in collaboration with DHS S&T and SAFECOM, hopes to solve short- and long-term interoperability problems involving wireless public safety telecommunication and information technology applications.

Standards for Wireless Interoperability and Information Sharing

The long-term solution to public safety interoperability lies in adoption of a national set of standards. The purpose of the Standards Project within the AGILE Program is to effectively and efficiently provide the mechanisms to allow interoperability and information sharing among heterogeneous public safety wireless (radio) and IT systems. The key to the effort is the identification and/or development of interoperability standards that will allow local, state, and federal agencies to communicate and exchange information among organizations without requiring substantial changes to internal systems or procedures.

The AGILE Standards Project will identify a suite of relevant standards developed by standards development organizations (like the Telecommunications Industry Association, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, etc.) and adopt them as NIJ interoperability standards. (In rare cases, new standards may need to be developed.) Before NIJ Standards can be identified, developed and adopted, however, a great deal of preparatory work has to be completed. The results of this work will be incorporated into a strategic plan that will guide the standards selection and adoption process. A process plan will delineate the path to the strategic plan, which will include a review and analysis of:

- User requirements for wireless telecommunications and information technology applications;
- Current and planned assets --legacy systems, replacement plans, and status of jurisdictions' systems for wireless systems and information technology;
- Internal and external factors (such as radio frequency allocations for wireless systems, and state privacy laws on sharing of information gathered on individuals); and
- Technologies appropriate to satisfying the requirements.

In addition, the formal structure of the standards organization(s) needed to adopt NIJ Standards will be thoroughly documented, as well as the procedures for conducting business.

Once the work necessary to develop the strategic plan is finished, the formal standardization process can begin. This implementation phase will heavily utilize representatives of the criminal justice and public safety communities from local, state, and federal agencies.

CapWIN

The Capital Wireless Integrated Network (CapWIN) (www.capwin.org) is an NIJ-sponsored partnership between Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia to develop an integrated transportation and criminal justice information wireless network. This project will integrate transportation and public safety data and voice communication systems in the two states and the District and will be the first multi-state transportation and public safety integrated wireless network in the United States. The project will have national implications in technology transfer including image/video transmission and the inclusion of transportation applications in an integrated system. National observers will be able to monitor the progress and development of the system during the evolution of the project. This project can potentially build a foundation for networks throughout the United States and other countries. The project will be completed in multiple phases including an initial strategic planning phase (completed), the implementation phase (underway) and a continuous development and expansion phase.

A pilot test was initiated during the strategic planning phase of the project. The pilot included twenty-two (22) in-vehicle mobile computer systems that allowed messaging between police vehicles in Maryland, Virginia
and Washington, D.C.; transportation vehicles in Maryland and Virginia; and local fire vehicles. These mobile platforms and other developmental transportation and public safety systems were successfully interfaced during the pilot project. The primary goal of the project is to have multiple mobile data platforms communicating seamlessly across the network regardless of their jurisdiction or geographical location. These CapWIN end-users will include federal, state and local police, fire, and EMS vehicles as well as state DOT service patrols.

A strategic plan was developed with input from transportation and public safety agencies (federal, state, local) serving the Washington metropolitan area to determine the following: functions needed, system requirements, security requirements, information priorities, evaluation methodology, a multi-year phased implementation strategy, and a long-term business plan that addressed ongoing operations and maintenance.

3. Sensors and Surveillance

Providing law enforcement responders accurate information that they can act on is another high priority technology challenge. Sensors and surveillance technologies can play a key role in identifying terrorists and preventing terrorist attacks. They can also play a key role in effectively responding to a terrorist attack. NIJ is heavily invested in sensors to detect conventional weapons and locate and track individuals in buildings, because these are high priority areas to law enforcement where there has been comparatively little investment by other Federal agencies until comparatively recently. On the other hand, the Institute has invested little effort in detection of WMD materials because of the intense investment in this area by the Departments of Defense and Energy. NIJ has invested in Biometric technology, despite significant investment by other Federal agencies, principally to focus the technology on law enforcement requirements and to assess it.

Biometrics

Positively identifying an individual has obvious applications to a number of law enforcement functions, including ensuring school safety and combating terrorism. NIJ has funded a number of biometrics technology projects to create a comprehensive program capable of achieving its goals in crime prevention and officer safety for the law enforcement and corrections community. Technology projects have included operational evaluation of portable hand-held digital fingerprint readers; investigation of iris scan technology; various types of biometrics for inmate management; facial recognition; and various approaches to development of a “smart” gun—one that recognizes its user.

NIJ has made a significant investment in facial recognition technology. It funded Analytic Services, Inc. to develop and integrate specialized software search agents into biometric identification modules to find missing children or fugitives on the Internet, in video surveillance, or other large facial databases. Demonstration projects were conducted with the Miami Florida police department and medical examiner’s office, with West Virginia’s State Police Missing Children’s program, and with the U.S. Customs Office Cybersmuggling Center. The project was completed in December 2003, and a final report is being developed.

NIJ has in the past, and continues today, to support development of standards and evaluation of biometrics technologies. It funds the National Institute of Standards and Technology to develop evaluation standards and sample data sets for face and fingerprint evaluations. The results of the facial recognition technology evaluations can be found on the Face Recognition Vendor Test 2000 & 2002 (www.frvt.org) and the soon-to-be-released Fingerprint Vendor Technology Evaluation (FpVTE) 2003.
Weapons Detection

NIJ has the most robust program in the federal government dealing with detection of conventional weapons. Our initial efforts focused on development of improved weapons detection portals. Today, the Institute’s focus is on remote detection. NIJ’s goal is to provide an affordable technology that will enable its operator to detect both metallic and no metallic weapons, which are concealed on an individual, at a safe distance. Ideally, this technology will be portable and require no cooperation from the subject. Passive systems are preferred because of public perceptions of the potential adverse negative impact of active systems on health. NIJ’s efforts have heretofore focused on detecting weapons such as handguns and knives. We are now concerned with detecting suicide bombers as well.

In many ways, being able to detect a suicide bomber is a much easier task that detecting a handgun or a knife. The “weapon,” the bomb belt, is much bigger. Additionally, most of the suicide bombs we have seen so far have had a fairly large metal content. The challenge is detecting them at a safe distance, which is much further away than for a handgun.

NIJ is investing heavily in development of passive millimeter wave technology for weapons detection. It appears to offer the ability to both detect suicide bombers at a safe distance as well as smaller weapons. The only commercially available weapons detection technology that offers an ability to detect both metallic and nonmetallic weapons is back-scatter x-ray. Back-scatter x-ray systems have several drawbacks with respect to meeting our goals. They require proximity and cooperation. They are bulky and expensive. They are also active systems.

We think that we are still two to three years away from having a truly functional MMW weapons detection system. While the Institute’s efforts are focused on MMW technology, we are open to other approaches. We have ongoing work examining the application of acoustics to this problem and plan to revisit the utility of infrared and radar-based technology.

Although our focus has shifted, NIJ continues to work on improved portal detection technology, particularly in school security applications. Our current efforts focus on reducing the cost and improving the performance of portal systems, with an emphasis on magnetometer-based technology.

Through-the-Wall Surveillance

NIJ also has a very active program in the area of locating and tracking individuals inside buildings. Our work in this area is directed at two objectives. The first is development of a low-cost, hand held “room clearing” system that will enable an office to readily identify if an individual is hiding behind a door or in a room. The second objective is to provide an affordable, portable system that can be used for hostage rescue situations. This system would provide the incident commander the ability to map internal structures and locate and track individuals within those structures. Ideally, this system will provide an indication of which of those individuals are armed and which are not, and will be able to at least differentiate between hostage rescuers and other individuals. While the room clearing system will work in close proximity to the room being cleared, the hostage rescue system will work remotely.

Radar-based technologies offer the greatest potential across the widest range of building materials, to include reinforced concrete, but are limited by metal walls, or even foil backed insulation. While the Institute’s research is focused on radar-based systems, we are exploring alternatives such as acoustics. As with millimeter wave weapons detection, we do not expect to see functional systems that meet our requirements for two to three years.
Concluding Remarks

By far, the largest components of the responder community are state and local public safety agencies. State and local public safety responders will be the first on the scene in the event of a terrorist incident. Working with DHS and other partners such as the TSWG, NIJ has focused its technology efforts in this area on meeting the unmet needs of the law enforcement responder, with emphasis on the technology needs that law enforcement responders share with other state and local public safety agencies. Investment in C3I technologies offers perhaps the greatest potential benefit with respect to improving the capacity of the responder community to respond to a critical incident such as a terrorist attack and save lives and property.